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Make up past participle form

uppedpast excited by up is upped. presensI/you/theymake uphe/she/itmakes uppresent participlemaking uppast excited made uppast participlemade up Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary Skip to navigation Skip to search See also: makeup, makeup and makeup makeup (third-person singular
simple gift make up, current participle makeup, simple pastry and pastangel made up) To build or finish. (obsolete) To build, construct (a tower, city etc.). [14–15.c.] (obsolete) To build up (a bank, wall etc.) where it has fallen away; to repair. [15–17.c.] 1611, Bible (Authorized version), Ezekial XIII.5: Yee
haue not gone vp into the holes, nor made vp hedge for the house of Israel. (transitive) To compensate for (deficiency, defect etc.); to deliver (something missing). [from 15.c.] He can make up time next week. January 15, 2011, Saj Chowdhury, Man City 4 – 3 Wolves, in BBC Sport [1], filed from the



original on 30 January 2011.c.] I plan to make up for my failed mid-term. Cuba took limited free market-oriented measures to alleviate severe shortages of food, consumer goods and services to make up for the end of Soviet subsidies. 1963, Margery Allingham, Meeting Point, in The China Governess: A
Mystery, London: Chatto &amp; Windus, OCLC 483591931, page 232:I Meanwhile, Nanny Broome was recovering from her initial panic and seemed eager to make up for some kudos she could have lost, by exerting her personality to the limit. She took the policeman's helmet and placed it on a chair,
and unfolded the tunic to shake it and fold it back up for him. On February 5, 2011, Alistair Magowan, West Ham 0 - 1 Birmingham, in BBC Sport [2], filed from the original on 5 July 2018: Roger Johnson came closest to scoring for the visitors in the first half when he headed over from six yards after Lee
Bowyer's cross, but he made up for it by producing some sterling defending to head clear Obinna bullet centre. To assemble, prepare. To compile or prepare (a list, document, etc.). [from 14.c.] To form the components of (a whole or total); to combine to produce. [from 16.c.] Synonyms: compose, form;
see also Thesaurus:compose 1920, M. D. Eder, Dream Psychology, translation of original by Sigmund Freud:The words dream interpretation [...] memory one of all sorts of childish, superstitious notions, which make up the thread and woof of dream books, read by none other than ignorant and primitive.
September-October 2013, Katie L. Burke, In the News: Photosynthesis Precursor, in American Scientist [3], volume 100, number 5, New Haven, Conn.: Sigma Xi, Scientific Research Society, DOI:10.1511/2013.104.328, ISSN 0003-0996, OCLC 891112584, filed from the original 3. complex, enthrious of
manganatomas and a calcium atom. To assemble (a fabric, material, garment, medicine etc.) in a certain form; Mounted. [from 16.c.] I can make a group of stew in a few minutes, but it will take a few hours to cook. To invent or make up (a story, claims, etc.). [from 17.c.] He was a good storyteller and
could make a story on the spot. (transitive, unforeseen, reflexive) To prepare (some) for a theatrical performance using costume, cosmetics etc.; (now mainly) to apply cosmetics or makeup to (a face, facial features). [from 18.c.] Synonyms: cosmeticize, fard Let's go as soon as I make up my face. 1959,
Anthony Burgess, Beds in the East (The Malayan Trilogy), published 1972, page 617:She stormed into her bedroom to make amends. To arrange or advance. (obsolete) To arrange (a marriage); to organize (a treaty). [16-19.c.] To get close, approach to. [from 16.c.] 1751, Tobias Smollett, The Adventures
of Peregrine Pickle, I.27: Those in their turns made up to her, expressing their surprize and concern to find her in the congregation undivided, after she had declined their invitation [...] . 1789, Olaudah Equiano, The Interesting Narrative, vol. I, ch. 8: On this they made up for me, and were about to deal
with me; but I told them to be quiet and keep off [...] . (indestructible) To resolve or settle an argument or fight (with someone). [from 17.c.] They fight a lot, but they always manage to make amends. 1782, Frances Burney, Journals & Letters, Penguin 2001, p. 180: Miss Palmer and I made up, although
she scolded most fiercely about my long absence, and attacked me about the book without mercy. (transitive) To resolve (an argument or dispute). [from 17.c.] Making social or romantic advances; to pay the right to. [from 18.c.] 1934, F[rancis] Scott Fitzgerald, Tender is the Night: A Romance, New York,
N.Y.: Charles Scribner's Sons, OCLC 284462; re published as Chapter III, in Malcolm Cowley, editor, Tender is the Night: A Romance [...] With the author's latest revisions, New York, N.Y.: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951, OCLC 849279868, book I (Case History: 1917-1919), page 16:She thought he
made up to her- of course, at the time I believed her and I let him go, but I know now it was all nonsense. Usage notes[edit] The object in all transitive senses can come before or after the particle. If there is a pronoun, it must come before the particle. [edit] Translations[edit] The translations below must be
checked and inserted above into the relevant translation tables, and remove any numbers. Numbers do not necessarily match those in definitions. See instructions on Wiktionary:Entry layout § Translations. Anagrams[edit] How would I say the following in idiomatic English: Her face was painstakingly
made up before her big premiere? or Participants can makeup before the game show. Please don't get caught up on the carved sentences, I'm just not sure how to use make-up with a in general, and how to use it as verbs yourself ... Thanks! Both of these sentences are well written. In the second
sentence, use it as a noun, a synonym for cosmetics. In everyday life we usually use it as a noun (with put if necessary): I am almost ready; I'm still wearing my makeup. That lady wore a lot of makeup. It seems that it may be more common as a verb in the past, as you have it in your first sentence. It can
be used more ironically in the present/future: She's going to have to make up a lot to cover up all these wrinkles. Of course, there are many other uses of the expression that have nothing to do with cosmetics. For some reason, makeup that means decorating with cosmetics sounds strange to me except in
a passive voice: She uto her face. [Sounds strange without more context.] She came up with her face. [Sounds weird.] Her face was painstakingly tarnished. [Sounds good.] The sentences given are clear, but the verb makeup has other meanings that can make a sentence confusing: The story was made
up. [made up = fictitious / imaginary] The bed was cleaned up. [made up = set in order] They settled the test the following week. [made up = took after rescheduling] Her beautiful voice made up for her ugly face. [made up for = compensated for] Her face was stretchy. [made up = put in order, or decorated
with cosmetics] She was exhausted. [imaginary? Make-up as a verb does not have the same meaning as Make-up as nouns. Making up as a verb means to form. Her face was painstakingly made up making sense in the same way that His bed was painstakingly made up. The use of makeup is implied in
the first example. The use of sheets is implied in the other. Essentially, you can not use makeup as a verb meaning applied cosmetics. It must be used with a verb, for example, applied makeup or put on makeup. The sentence up makes up her face works, but in an unrelated way. WRD provides no less
than eight defnitions for makeup, along with sample phrases and a very long list of previous strands. Thank you all! sdgraham, most of these definitions and previous threads have to do with makeup as a general phrasal verb, not cosmetics. I looked at that side and several of the discussions before I left.
Her face was painstakingly made up before her big premiere? or Participants can receive make-up before the game show. Please do not get caught up on the carved sentences, I'm just not sure how to use make-up with a verb in general, and how to use it as a verb yourself... Maybe you're looking to
express the difference between someone putting on their own makeup and having it put on by another person, something I haven't thought about before. It seems quite complicated! I think it depends very much on the context, even more than usual. First, I have decided that I should write noun makeup
as all one word, no hyphen. Shock, horror! If I were to appear on a TV show I can say I have to be there an hour in advance to get makeup done, or ... for makeup. , or to be settled. , or to get makeup put on. Applied is a very formal way of saying put on I'm almost ready. I just put my makeup on.... do my
makeup.... to make up (as dress) But this does not sound natural to me. Everything means to do it yourself, even if the last one is ambiguous, but I don't think we ever say I just make up I get my makeup put on ..... my makeup done.... I have my makeup done (I get made up? This sounds unnatural to me)
everything means that someone else does it. Her face was painstakingly made up before her big premiere Here we're not quite sure if she did it herself because the subject is her face But her face had been painstakingly made up........ She had had her makeup painstakingly done/put on..... believes it had
been done for her Her makeup had been painstakingly done.... seen here again we do not know for sure if she did it herself. She had painstakingly made up her face (or more naturally, .... made face up), .... putting on the makeup means she did it even contestants can receive make-up before the game
show. In this case, (improper) use of receive makeup indicates the makeup will be made for them. I'm a little set aside using May here, because its meaning is not clear, but whatever participants want makeup done before the show (with by our makeup artists understood). Presumably it's not a command
to come already made up. If it were, it would have to be The Contestants will have had their makeup done before the show Contestants will be made up before the show, and Participants' makeup will be done before the show sounds good. We will do the contestants' makeup before the show makes it
clear. I've run out of brain fuel now, but I hope these suggestions are useful. Hermie You must log in or register to respond here. Here.
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